
DEAR BIRDERS:

After the club’s AGM, I thought it interesting to note that we have close to 200  
members.  The figure seems to remain stable;  with some leaving & new faces  
arriving.  Thissays  much  for  the  members’  continued  support  and  their  
enthusiastic participation in the planned activities.  Not all  of us are the most  
knowledgeable and advanced twitchers but, thanks to those who so generously  
share their knowledge and skills, we all draw much benefit by being members.  
This year some really enjoyable and interesting events lie ahead and I hope that  
we can all enjoy them to the fullest.

   

Talk about hitting the ground running!  Since our January evening meeting the  
committee has been involved in one way or the other in no less than 9 bird club  
commitments.   One of  these was the AGM where committee members Emmie  
Gouws and Terry Demmer stepped down and Cherry Mills, Jamie Hart & Craig  
Holmes joined the committee.  Our sincere thanks to Emmie & Terry for all they  
did while on the committee and a warm welcome to Cherry, Jamie & Craig.  We  
look forward to an exciting birding year with you.
Welcome to new members Terry & Rita Corlett  and Joy Morrison.   Joy lives in  
Alaska and this got me thinking that we have members over-wintering in many  
parts of England, including the Isle of White and also a couple of 'swallows' who  
head for France each year.  Throw into this mix a few Scotsmen and one or two  
Zimbabweans plus English and Afrikaans speaking South Africans and you have a  
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mini-United Nations with one thing in common, namely our love for birds and  
birding.
As a committee we will do our best to make your birding year as exciting and  
interesting as  possible,  with regular  walks,  day  and away  outings to  different  
venues and habitats.  A provisional plan for the year was recently circulated but  
please note that this is only provisional and that the correct dates, times and  
venues will be announced in the monthly reminders.
Congratulations to Lee Burman and her team, Hannie Balmer, Mike Ford & Cherry  
Mills,  on  winning  Sunday's  Mini-Birding-Big-Day  with  a  total  of  121  species  
identified.  In second place the Graham Palmer's team with yours truly, Cynthia  
Turner and Emmie Gouws identified 116 species. Despite the heat and drought  
the 28 participants identified a total of 158 species in 12 hours (except for some  
who succumbed to a siesta ;) in a 50km radius with Hermanus as the centre point.  
The day ended with a convivial braai and prize-giving at Fernkloof.  Thanks for  
participating!

The Mini Birding Big Day winners – ‘Nothing to Crow About’

SOME RECENT CLUB ACTIVITIES
BIRDING IN ETHIOPIA – Wed 18th Jan
Otto Schmidt & Johan Schlebusch

After a really absorbing presentation by Otto and Johan, Cherry gave a most gracious vote  
of thanks and succinct  précis of the evening’s events.  Herewith her summary of the  
presentation:  

In  a  packed  Fernkloof  Hall  (without  fans!)  enthusiastic  members  sweltered  
together to listen to a totally absorbing presentation by two acclaimed birding  



authorities, Otto Schmidt & Johan Schlebusch.  They shared their impressions of  
Ethiopia set in three absorbing episodes.  Initially they ventured south and with  
the aid of a few video clips gave us a sample of some of the cultural aspects of  
this vast country and also many exciting and varied bird species. 

Episode two was a delight as we saw many of the four hundred and thirty species  
seen on the trip.  To name a few –  the Abyssinian Ground Hornbill,   Tacasse  
Sunbird,  Vulterine  Guinea  Fowl,  Wattled  Ibis,  Blue-winged  Goose,  the  very  
threatened Sidamo Lark & the Ortolan Bunting.  The sheer brilliance of some birds  
had us gasping.  This vast number of sightings was achieved in just sixteen days! 

    
Stressman’s Bush Crow Abyssinian Ground Hornbill

Not only were members of the bird kingdom on show but in Episode three we also  
saw sightings of many mammals and wonderful examples of sacred architecture  
in the Heritage sites to the north. Amazing sub-surface churches carved out of  
natural rock and the conservation of some incredible historical art & artifacts were  
shown  –  really  heady  stuff!   This  was  really  a  wonderful  way  to  kick  off  an  
inspiring  birding  2012.   Sincere  thanks  to  Otto,  Johan  and  our  dedicated  
committee for organizing this highly successful event.

Thanks Cherry

MORNING  OUTING TO DE MOND  Thurs 19th Jan
Our first day-outing for 2012 took place on Thursday 19th January when a group  
of 12 members visited De Mond Nature Reserve.  We met at Fernkloof at 07:00  
and were accompanied by our speakers of the previous evening, Otto Schmidt and  
Johan Schlebusch.



Good birding was done along the way with Steppe Buzzards,  Barn & Greater-
striped Swallows, Pied Starlings and even a couple of White Storks being ticked  
off.
On arrival  at  De Mond we first  had some coffee and some of us had a great  
sighting of a Southern Tchagra.  We set off across the bridge following the Sterna  
Trail  along the  Heuningnes  River  where  we  encountered  a  couple  of  'catch  &  
release' fishermen who were as interested in the birds as we were in what they  
were doing.   Pied Kingfisher,  Greenshank,  Ringed Plover,  Caspian Tern plus a  
variety of bush-birds were added to the list.  

Some of the waders being spotted

Some of the spotters getting ready to wade !

We retraced our steps and then walked along the east bank of the river nearly all  
the way to the sea.  The scope Mike had been lugging along the whole way played  
a vital part in the identification of many small waders and terns. The list grew with  
Little Egret, Swift & Sandwich Tern and Grey Plover plus the two specials of the  
day for me, namely Terek Sandpiper and Damara Tern, being added.   
The Bowmans and Cherry opted for a swim in the sea while some of us decided to  
swim in the river.  After a cool lunch under the trees it was time to return home.
We were very pleased with the total of 89 species identified by the group and De  
Mond got a unanimous vote as a great venue that should be visited more often. 

Thanks Barbara



NO 4:    African Black Harrier.  Circus maurus

The Western Cape region is fortunately blessed with a wonderful array of raptor  
species, from the delicate hovering Rock Kestrel to the huge and imposing Martial  
Eagle. However, none of them says “our raptor” quite like the striking and elegant  
Black Harrier.
Listed as “vulnerable” in the red data book, and endemic to southern Africa, there  
are  estimated  to  be  less  than  500  pairs  left  in  the  world.  The  population  is  
shrinking due to a steady reduction in its breeding habitat, which is coastal and  
montane  fynbos,  where it  breeds on the ground in thick  bush.  Our  Overberg  
region is the epicentre of its breeding range, which also includes the West Coast  
strandveld  habitat.  On  completion  of  breeding  the  birds  disperse  to  the  
Transkei/Eastern Cape region, where they spend the Autumn and Winter months  
hunting.

African Black Harrier

 This elegant little (400gr) raptor has also suffered persecution from farmers and  
peasants, who often confuse its activities with those of Martial and Black Eagles,  
accusing it – quite wrongly – of killing new-born lambs. The Black Harrier lives  
entirely on rodents, small birds and frogs, which it catches using its typical low,  
slow-flying, head-down hunting technique.

BIRDS UNDER THREAT

THIS IS A CONTINUATION OF MIKE’S 
SERIES ON THE SUBJECT AND IN THIS 
ISSUE HE HIGHLIGHTS THE PLIGHT OF 
THE AFRICAN BLACK HARRIER



The Black Harrier is the subject of an on-going, intensive study project being  
conducted by the ADU at UCT, using state-of-the-art satellite tracking devices to  
monitor its local migration patterns and preferred breeding habitats, with the aim  
of providing it with the best possible chance of survival in a hostile world.

Many thanks Mike

PILANSBERG REVISITED – Lee Burman
It is always so pleasing to have enthusiastic members share their experiences with us.  
Lee’s visit, so well described, brings back the taste and feel of the South African bushveld  
with its unique atmosphere and wonderful sensual character – enjoy.

A  trip  to  Pilansberg  in  January  brought  home  to  me  just  how  beautiful  the  
bushveld can be in summer.  All tall golden grass and green trees and shrubs,  
with quite a few wild flowers strewn in between.

The Pilansberg Reserve near Rusterberg has been one of my favourite getaways  
for many years but I had never visited in summer before.  I had always thought it  
might be too hot, too wet, too everything unpleasant – but how wrong I was!  The  
temperature never climbed higher than it does in Hermanus in summer, with less  
humidity and no wind.  The only rain that fell came at night or early morning and  
did not inconvenience us at all and, best of all, there were no mosquitoes.

I was lucky enough to get a Timeshare exchange at the Bakubang resort, in the  
south-western  corner  of  the  Reserve,  which  is  my  favoured  accommodation  
choice  with  very  comfortable  chalets  in  beautiful  wooded  parkland.  
Accommodation is also available at Sun City,  Kwa Maritane and the somewhat  
more pocket-friendly (but beautiful) Manyane Camp.

Although the Reserve does not accept Wild Cards, residents at the camps can get  
a very reasonably priced pass for the week, allowing unlimited access.  Bakubang  
in particular gives easy access to a number of good game drives, with the central  
Mankwe  Dam  only  about  20  minutes  away.    What  I  particularly  like  about  
Pilansberg is the large number of roads traversing a comparatively small area with  
many diverse habitats and numerous waterholes – and the fact that you are able  
to drive around in your own vehicle.



The magnificent hide at Mankwe Dam is the central hub of the Reserve and it is  
often hardly necessary to move away from it as wave after wave of animals comes  
down to drink – Zebra and Wildebees, Sprinkbok and Giraffe and if you are lucky,  
Elephant and an occasional Lion.  The Reserve has a healthy (unpoached) White  
Rhino population and I once even spotted a Brown Hyena making its way down to  
the dam in the early evening!

But for me, the birds are the biggest attraction, from the resident Fish Eagles,  
Darters and Cormorants to visiting thirsty Yellow-Crowned Bishops and Violet-
Cheeked Waxbills with numerous Swallows and Kingfishers darting in and out and  
glimpses of shy Black Crake and African Black Duck in the reeds.

My companions on this trip, Helen and Mike MacNaught, helped make the trip  
even more memorable with their sharp “birding eyes”.  And from a birding point  
of view, this seems to be the season to go.  Birds were calling everywhere and  
even I, with my poor ear for sound, managed to learn the calls of common birds  
such as Rufous-naped Lark, Rattling Cisticola and Neddicky – not to mention the  
constant calls from every corner of Diederick's, Klaas's and Red-chested Cuckoos!
Even the gardens around our chalet yielded more than 40 species, not to mention  
Bushbuck, Zebra and Waterbuck on the hillside just above us.

Our trip list totalled 214 bird species of which about 140 were seen in the Reserve  
itself, the others on the trip there and back.  We stopped over at Gariep Dam on  
the way up (good value mid-week for pensioners) and had a thoroughly enjoyable  
stop-over  at  Garingboom,  the  birder-friendly  establishment  of  Jan  and  Riette  
Griesel near Springfontein, on the way back.  Our hosts took us for a quick bird-
drive before supper and we were delighted to spot Blue Khorhaan, Kimberley Pipit  
and Cape Longclaw amongst others before being served a very tasty Karoo farm  
dinner.

Thanks Lee



PART 1:  THE ADVENTURE BEGINS

This is the first of a series of five articles on our recent (mid Oct to mid Dec 2011)  
safari  to  Tanzania.  Our  party  consisted  of  Gavin  and  Cynthia  Turner,  Gavin’s  
brother Johna,  Sheelagh and I.  We travelled in three vehicles:  the Turners’ two  
Short Wheelbase Pajeros, and our Toyota Fortuner.The main objective of the trip  
was to catch the Migration in Serengeti, Tanzania, but a very important part of the  
trip was the birding, there and en route. Our itinerary included Zimbabwe, Zambia,  
Tanzania, Malawi and Botswana.
We all met up in Musina, and crossed the border at Beit Bridge into Zimbabwe  
early  the  next  day.  The  crossing  was  easy  and  fairly  quick.  Although  our  
experience of Zimbabwe was pretty superficial, we were generally impressed with  
how  sorted  the  country  was  looking,  and  the  politeness  and  friendliness  of  
officials who stopped us for US$1 tolls at road blocks. Tarred roads were fine, but  
the 70km of corrugated gravel from the main road to Mana Pools National Park  
was among the worst we encountered on our journey. We found our campsite,  
New Ndungu 2, on the banks of the fast flowing Zambezi, and pitched our tents  
with the temperature a touch below 50 degrees!  These temperatures were to  
persist for most of the first month of our trip, but it is amazing how quickly one  
adapts. The rains hadn’t arrived, and one downside of our time at Mana was how  
brown and dry the bush and veld were looking. 
But the animals were thriving! We were delighted at the quantity and variety of  
game there. We didn’t see any big cats in Mana, but saw a pack of about 25 Wild  
Dogs four times,  including at  a  kill.  Fascinating how quickly  they get  ‘the job  
done’! Mana is apparently the only Reserve in Africa where you can walk at will  
without a ranger. A  TV team, and ourselves took advantage of this to creep to  
within 20 metres of the pack! And birds? Yes there were plenty! Only challenge  
was at this early stage of the trip,  we didn’t pick up any ‘lifers’,  south of the  
Zambezi. But plenty of good sightings of more familiar birds, one of the standouts  
being the many beautiful Southern Carmine Bee-eaters.

FROM WHALES TO WILDEBEEST
This interesting series undertaken by the Bowman & 
Turner families late last year edifies an African odyssey  
into some unique birding & game viewing opportunities



          
Carmine Bee- eaters Black Backed Barbet
After four great days at Mana we moved on to Zambia, having a lengthier border  
crossing at the Kariba border post. We crossed Zambia fairly quickly but chilled  
out for a day at Kapysha Hot Springs campsite, part of the Shiwa N’gandu (Africa  
House) Estate.  When last there in 2004 we had it to ourselves, but it was packed  
this time as it is now on the ‘tourist circuit’. But the pool was still great for a dip,  
as was the birding in the gardens, and at the ‘Lake of the Royal Crocodile’. Not  
only plenty of birds, but we started ticking off the lifers. Among these were: Black-
backed Barbets, Brown Firefinches, White-tailed Crested Flycatchers and the very  
striking  Zebra  (Orange-breasted)  Waxbills,  to  name  but  a  few.  And  our  first  
encounter  with  the  Red-chested  Cuckoo  (Piet-my-Vrou),  a  bird  which  was  to  
‘haunt’ us at campsites throughout our trip!

Map of Tanzania showing route



Onward and into Tanzania, via the dreaded Tundumo border post. I could bore  
you by going on at length about the tribulations there. But suffice it to say that for  
the rest of our trip we periodically scratched our heads at how 5 pretty seasoned  
travellers could be ripped off and taken for a ride by the touts at the border like  
we were. And it still took 3 hours! Then two overnight stops, the second at the  
delightful Old Farmhouse camp site, near Iringa, where we stocked up with good  
quality fresh meat and vegetables-our last real shopping opportunity for 20 days.
 Next day we set off on the road to Ruaha National Park. A word here on the roads  
in Tanzania. Generally, with a few exceptions where there were short sections with  
potholes, the trunk roads were good-although there are speed limits of 30 or  
50kph  through  all  the  towns  and  villages.  But  as  soon  as  you  got  onto  the  
secondary roads they were poor to terrible. The approach road to Ruaha was OK,  
and we headed off enthusiastically looking forward to our first Tanzanian National  
Park, one we had heard so much about.
Next  instalment:  Magnificent  Ruaha  and ‘Secret’  Selous,  and  the birding  really  
begins.

John Bowman

 DIARY NOTE 
The following Club activities are in the pipeline from now until the end of April: 

• Thurs 1st March:  Walk at Meer ‘n See .  Meet at Onrus TP 07:00
• Wed 13th - 16th March:  Outing to Duinepos (fully subscribed)
• Wed 21st  March:  Evening  talk  “Birds  of  the  Elgin  Valley”  Andre do  Toit  

Fernkloof Hall 20:00
• Wed 28th March:  Course  on  “Gardens  for  Birds”  by  Marion  Delport.  Full  

morning
• Wed 5th April: Outing to Penguins at Betty’s Bay & walk at Harold Porter –  

take lunch & meet at Onrus TP at 07:00
• Wed 18th Apr: Evening talk “Stunning Birds” by Gerhard Vosloo. Fernkloof  

Hall 20:00 
• Thurs 21st Apr: Day outing Macassar & Helderberg. Meet at Onrus TP at 07:30



GEE  - THIS 
MUST BE THE 

END !!

HBC Committee

Barbara Palmer  (Chairperson) 028-314-1167
Keith Brooke-Sumner  (Treasurer) 028-313-1633
Lee Burman (Environment) 028-312-3011

  Craig Holmes (Outings)    028-313-2458
Cherry Mills (Catering & PR) 028-316-4333

  Jamie Hart (Projects)    028-314-1593
Hugh Frangs  (Secretary & Oystercatcher) 028-316-2007

Address:  Hermanus Bird Club, P.O.Box 208, Hermanus, 7200


